
 
 

 
 

KEW Plus TarsaCare 
3-layer comfort zone mattress system

NEW

| TarsaCare comfort zone
 ›  with pliant ball segments

 ›  for drier bedded tarsal joints

| LongLine continuous roll system| Single mat with bar

In 2 different options

ISO 9001:2015
ISO 50001:2018

No.00189/2
No.00061/1

COMING
SOON



KEW Plus TarsaCare
Mattress system with pliant tarsal zone

| 3-layer composition – proven since 2004
 ›  ideal and permanent softness for every load condition 

 ›  gentle on carpal joints

 ›  integrated soft slope: promotes drying off of the surface

 ›  chamfer: gentle on animal joints, no stumbling edge

 ›  sealing lips: surround the foam inlay and the lower mat, the foam is protected

| Specially designed TarsaCare tarsal zone in the rear third of the mat
 ›  sensitive ankle joints are gently positioned

 ›  better air circulation keeps the skin drier

 ›  even small amounts of bedding are held in place – supports the organic layer structure

 ›  improved sure-footedness, especially when getting up and when leaving the cubicle

| Longer lying length of 1.92 m: more freedom when lying, lying down and standing up
 ›  reduces oblique lying and improves lying positions

 ›  therefore significantly more tails in the cubicle than with shorter lying lengths

 ›  cows and lying areas are noticeably cleaner

 ›  in most cases, there is no need for a brisket board
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| THICKNESS
   ca. 6 cm / ca. 7 cm

| 3-LAYER
 COMPOSITION
 
| COMFORT

foam

specially designed
lower mat

upper mat

sealing lips on lower side

THICKNESS WIDTH – adjustable with connecting bar LENGTH
ca. 6 cm mat bar cubicle  192 cm   
  112 cm 8 cm 120 cm   
  112 cm 13 cm 125 cm  
  112 cm 18 cm 130 cm
    

KEW Plus TarsaCare  
(single mat with bar)
  

DIMENSIONS

Single mat: suitable for cantilever dividers and mushroom dividers, LongLine continuous roll system: suitable for cantilever
dividers only

  
KEW Plus LongLine TarsaCare THICKNESS WIDTH LENGTH
(continuous roll system) ca. 7 cm 192 cm 2.5 - 35 m 
     in 10-cm increments
 

Side closure bars 
KEW Plus LL-R (right) and KEW Plus LL-L (left)
WIDTH: 10 cm, LENGTH: 192 cm

ACCESSORIES 
Middle bar KEW Plus LL-M for connecting 
two rolls, WIDTH: 15 cm, LENGTH: 192 cm

LYING AREAS
› DAIRY CATTLE

www.kraiburg-elastik.com

The products presented here should only be used for the
mentioned applications. Technical specifications are subject
to alterations. Tolerances see www.kraiburg-elastik.com. All
sales are subject to our General Terms and Conditions. Legal
basis is the German version of the document.

Your KRAIBURG dealer: Please take notice of the corresponding KRAIBURG specifications 
and installation instructions with useful advice and tips.
You will obtain these at your local KRAIBURG dealer or at
www.kraiburg-elastik.com.

ACCESSORIES 
Side closure bar end-bar
WIDTH: 6.3 cm, LENGTH: 183 cm

COMING
SOON


